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Motivation

 Strong students want to speed up the 
pace, weak say “slow down!”; can we 
satisfy both? 

 Is there anything we can do to help 
students understand concepts more 
deeply, and develop higher level skills 
like creativity and critical thinking to 
apply course concepts in real life?



The Idea of the Flipped Classroom
 Get content before class (e.g. videos), so 

students can learn at own pace (strong 
students can skip sections or watch at faster 
speeds, weak students can pause/replay)

 Frees time for Peer Instruction (work on HW 
in groups, clicker questions, group activities), 
more challenging/real problems, going over 
technology and project skills & concepts

 Instructor roams to answer questions, does 
mini-lectures as needed



Related Innovations & Research

 Peer Instruction using clickers can help 
students achieve deeper conceptual 
understanding 

 The flipped classroom can help 
students absorb information at their own 
rate, can be more individualized, can 
open space in a course for peer 
instruction/clicker questions and group 
activities



My Experiment
 Villanova Institute for Teaching & Learning 

Grant for Summer and Fall of 2015
 Two sections of Business Calculus (randomly 

registered), one traditional (interactive 
lecture), one flipped, 25-30 students each

 Both sections took same pre- and post-test, 
pre- and post-attitude surveys, quizzes, tests, 
Final, and student evaluations, & did same 
semester-long student-generated projects 
(e.g., optimal angle to max. 3-pt. shot %, 
optimal exercise to max. energy, etc.)



My Traditional (Control) Section
 Lecture, demos, students solve problems 

individually in class, real-world problems
 30-45 min HW for each class (Req. & Supp.)
 2 Tests and Final Exam (can use index card and 

technology), conceptual Quiz (no technology) 
before each

 Questionnaires, Math Autobiography, Math 
Journals, 30% lateness/retake penalty, EC 
suggestions

 Semester-long student-generated project with 
multiple milestones



Student-Generated Projects
 Students pick a problem from their own life
 Students collect data, fit a model in Excel, use 

calculus by hand to find the global optimum, 
verify with Maple, do a validation test, sensitivity 
analysis, try alternate models, compare models, 
and form conclusions, including margins of error

 Multiple milestones: Topic Ideas, Proposal, 
Initial Data, Smooth Draft, Presentation 
Transparency, Final Report

 Example presentation transparency



My Flipped Section
 Videos replaced lectures, Midnight 

Quiz, started HW before class
 In class, mixed-ability groups (changed 

twice, evaluated each other): helped 
each other with HW (new 
Supplementaries), clicker questions with 
Learning Catalytics, group activities 
(technology, projects, realistic problems)

 I circulated; mini-lectures from Midnight 
Quiz, HW, activities, clicker questions



Samples

 Demo
 Video
 Clicker Question
 Group Activity



Results of Two Rounds
for a Clicker Question



Unexpected Observations
 Midnight Quiz great opportunity for 

individualized feedback (never thought of 
it), practice for conceptual Quizzes

 Flipped class developed deep level of 
community cohesion (unlike ever 
before); had trouble working individually 
for clicker questions!

 Flipped class didn’t see me as content 
expert in class as much, didn’t ask as 
many questions as I expected



Results
 Flipped class did slightly better on 

everything, including Pre-Test, so 
basically no difference between groups 
(also for change in attitude to math)

 Flipped class averaged over 5 ¼ hrs
more outside class than other classes 
(vs. 3 for Traditional), but didn’t seem to 
learn more or deeper; lower scores on 
“used time effectively”

 More detailed results in paper…



Lessons Learned
 Learning video details takes lots of time
 Videos take a lot of time and energy; so 

do good clicker questions & group 
activities (I couldn’t do all well)

 Midnight Quizzes motivated watching 
videos (most watched most of each), 
but didn’t lead to better Quiz results 
(they could use resources to answer)

 Most students said they didn’t like the 
flipped format (a few did)



More Lessons Learned
 Learning Catalytics is good for students 

($12/semester even without Pearson 
text), clunky in creating/editing

 Clicker questions helped some with 
concepts, but didn’t lead to better Quiz 
scores

 Hard to budget time: initially I allowed too 
much time for working on HW in groups, 
didn’t circulate right away, and didn’t do 
enough mini-lectures



Even More Lessons Learned

 Some students want and need more 
worked-out problems; I didn’t have time 
to make as many of that type of video 
as I wanted to (the Lumens Ladibug
works well for those)

 As you roam, stay near the 
students/groups that tend to need the 
most help (proximity matters a lot)



I Guess I Learned a Lot!

 The group activities were good, 
especially for skills and concepts related 
to technology and the projects; it’s best 
to wrap up/summarize at the end

 The videos definitely helped the weaker 
students

 Crafting effective clicker questions is not 
easy



Suggestions
 Since the videos & good group activities 

(also clicker questions and worked-
example videos) take lots of time to 
prepare, it would be best to do at least 2
of them (preferably 3) before the 
semester begins, to really give the 
concept a fair try (I wasn’t able to)

 I recommend a push model (flip 
individual class sessions after you have 
a great activity you couldn’t fit in 
otherwise) rather than a pull model



More Suggestions

 Midnight Quizzes are great to motivate 
watching the videos if necessary and for 
individualized feedback, but don’t 
necessarily lead to deeper conceptual 
understanding 

 Keeping individual videos to no more 
than 10-20 minutes each, max. 30 min. 
per class, seems to work best



Hybrid/Synthesis Thoughts
 The videos are great to have as backup 

in a traditional class for the weaker 
students, sick students, snow days, etc.!

 Within a traditional class, try to 
find/develop great clicker questions and 
group activities gradually over time, and 
if you can’t fit them into class time, flip 
that class, & build up organically

 Better for upper-level courses?



Moving Forward
 I’ve compromised between my original 3 

Quizzes and every-class Midnight 
Quizzes for the flipped class by now 
doing weekly conceptual & basic skill 
quizzes, and it seems to work the best 
so far

 I’ve added more worked-out example 
videos this semester, and find they help 
some students a lot



Experiment!

 I’m trying to do at least one clicker 
question or group activity each week

 Think about what is really important for 
your course, and what you might be 
able to trim to make room for more 
engaging and helpful activities during 
class time

 Have fun – let us know what happens!
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